Water mediated attraction between repulsive ions: a cluster-based simulation approach.
Could two like ions be attractive to each other in the presence of water? To address this question and to further interrogate the intriguing solvent effects at a molecular level on multiply charged species, a "bottom-up" simulation approach was formulated, from which the inter-ionic potential of mean force and other properties were monitored closely with the gradual addition of the water molecules. This approach was first tested on a commonly studied ion pair (namely, Na+ and Cl-), where excellent agreement with the published bulk-phase data was found. Further application of this approach to the like-ion pair indicated that an attractive interaction between two anions or two cations can be induced by the addition of an appropriate number of water molecules. This result corroborates a recent experimental report of an intriguing folding of a dianionic polymer into a more compact structure with the addition of water molecules in gas phase as well as previous theoretical findings of possible attraction between like-ion pairs in bulk aqueous phases.